Designing Animation Facilities for gCSP
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Abstract. To improve feedback on how concurrent CSP-based programs run, the graphical CSP design tool (gCSP [3,2]) has been extended with animation facilities. The state of processes, constructs, and channel ends are indicated with colours both in the gCSP diagrams and in the composition tree (hierarchical tree showing the structure of the total program). Furthermore, the contents of the channels are also shown. In the Fringe session, we will present and demonstrate this prototype animation facility, being the result of the MSc project of Hans van der Steen [5], and ask for feedback.
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The CTC++ run time library [1,4] has been augmented, such that it generates the status information gCSP needs. The content of the ready queue of the scheduler is also made available.

The animation is controlled from within the gCSP design tool. Breakpoints and the animation speed can be set. Choosing the animation speed between about 0.2 and 1 s (i.e. time duration between two state changes of processes, constructs or channel ends) allows the user to follow the behaviour of the program. The execution history (the stream of status events coming from the running CSP program) is shown in a log window. The stream of status events can be filtered, to focus on those parts of the program one is interested in. The contents of the channels and of the ready queue are shown in a separate log window.

Tests were performed on the practical use of animation, the execution behavior of gCSP models and the C++ code generator of gCSP. Using a prototype version in our MSc class on real-time software development showed that this animation helps the students' understanding of concurrency. At least, significantly fewer questions were asked during the lab exercises.
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